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Eddies have characteristic life cycles:
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Southwest Indian Ocean

(10-12 s -2)

eddies accelerate mean flow eastward
- at about half of planetary forcing

Southwest Pacific Ocean
Drake Passage

deceleration near
Drake Passage

• Eddies grow at the entrance of 
storm tracks, providing a down-

gradient heat flux and an eastward 
acceleration

• Eddies decay at the exit and 
downstream of a storm track, 
providing a westward acceleration, 
sometimes leading to blocking

3. Eddy forcing in the Southern Ocean
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Tracer equation

Tracer variance

eddies accelerate mean flow 
eastward, then westward
- linked to topography

• Eddies provide sequence of down-gradient and  
  up-gradient tracer fluxes;
• Need to consider life cycle of eddies via 
  evolution of tracer variance;
• Expect life cycles of ocean eddies to be  
  reflected in coherent patterns, such as storm     
  tracks.

4. Implications

Diagnostics of high-pass (<7days) eddy relative vorticity 
convergence at 250-hPa (10-12 s-2) for 1992-2002 from ERA-40

Diagnostics of high-pass (<100 days) eddy 
relative vorticity convergence (10-12 s-2) for 
1992-2002 from from altimetry on 1/3o grid.  

Dashed lines denote regions of 90% significance (a Monte Carlo technique where the original data 
is Fourier transformed, random phase applied, then a new time series constructed, 800 times) 

• as tracer variance grows, eddy tracer 
fluxes are directed down gradient

• as variance decays, eddy tracer 
fluxes are directed up gradient

Idealized jet

Vorticity equation

Northern hemisphere Southern hemisphere
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Tracer variance

eddies accelerate mean flow 
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- linked to topography
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Fig. 4. The “e!ective eddy force” (upper left) and the time-mean eddy 
vorticity "ux divergence (lower left) (color) both showing a change in sign 
of the eddy forcing at a downstream location that de#nes the location of 
maximum recirculation transport.  Examination of the downstream 
evolution of the vorticity gradient of the time-mean jet (right) reveals that 
this downstream location is set by where the time-mean jet is #rst 
stabilized to the necessary condition for its instability.

i) the eddy e!ect depends on the zonally-
   evolving stability of the time-mean jet
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OBSERVATIONAL 
TESTS OF MODEL 

RELEVANCE

4. Properties of the eddy-
driven circulation depend 
on the stability of the up-
stream jet.

Fig. 3. The “e!ective eddy force” in the TEM 
framework (color) overlaid on contours of the 
time-mean streamfunction with the location 
of maximum time-mean recirculation 
transport indicated by the xs.  Eddies act to 
stabilize the here barotropically unstable jet 
by decelerating the jet at its axis and 
accelerating it at its "anks.  They force the 
recirculations by accelerating "anking 
westward "ows then decelerating them 
downstream of the location of maximum 
time-mean recirculation transport.

ii) eddies drive the recirculations downstream of jet 
     stabilization

Fig. 5. The eddy vorticity "ux divergence (left) showing the dominance of the 
region downstream of jet stabilization in the eddy forcing.  Similarities in the 
pattern of this dominant contribution with that of a wave radiator model 
(right), suggest that the mechanism responsible for  the eddy-driving of the 
recirculation gyres in the jet con#guration is eddy recti#cation from 
waves/eddies generated by a localized source downstream of jet stabilization.  
Here the localized forcing is being supplied by a localized concentration of 
eddy energy that results from the stabilization of the jet as it "ows 
downstream.

3.  The addition of baroclinicity and baroclinic instability does not signi!cantly alter 
the barotropic mechanism responsible for the eddy-driving of the recirculations.

Fig. 7.  Demonstration that eddies 
generated by an unstable jet drive weakly 
depth-dependent time-mean recirculations 
regardless of the stability con#guration of 
the upstream jet that is the source of the 
eddy variability.  Baroclinic instability delays 
(in x) the barotropic mechanisms responsible 
for the eddy-driving of the recirculations, 
and thickness "uxes force lower layer 
recirculations at the expense of upper layer 
recirculation strength.

INTRODUCTION
The Kuroshio Extension System Study (KESS) is a large-scale observational program of the Kuroshio Extension 
investigating the processes that govern the jet's eddy variability and the role of eddy "uxes in driving the jet’s 
recirculation gyres.  Motivated by the KESS observations, we examine the nature and the importance of mesos-
cale eddy-mean "ow interactions in Western Boundary Current (WBC) jet systems from both theoretical and ob-
servational perspectives.   We use the KESS observations to design the set-up of an idealized quasi-geostrophic 
numerical model, and use it to study the role of eddies in determining the time-mean "ow in the zonal evolu-
tion of a baroclinic, unstable, boundary-forced jet.  We next test the relevance of these idealized results to actual 
oceanic WBC jet systems through the comparison of model predictions and observational results.

Fig. 1.  Idealized model set-up: the model is QG, 
fully nonlinear, 2-layer and forced at the western 
boundary by an unstable jet in"ow in the upper 
layer at x=0.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the Kuroshio Extension 
System Study (KESS) observational program.

downstream evolution of the jet through: 
 

1. Eddies play a critical role in the 
 

  evolves downstream
(i)  stabilizing the time-mean jet as it 

(ii) driving the time-mean recirculations

iii) the zonal advection of eddy enstrophy permits
      up-gradient eddy pv "uxes

Fig. 6.  Select terms in the time-mean eddy enstrophy budget illustrating that 
positive eddy enstrophy destruction (up-gradient eddy pv "uxes) in the region 
downstream of jet stabilization are permitted by an eddy enstrophy advection 
convergence there.  Hence up-gradient eddy "uxes result from the advection of 
eddies from the upstream region where they are generated by the unstable jet, to 
the downstream region where they are dissipated.

Fig. 8.  The dependence of maximum time-mean 
recirculation transport on the total integrated pv 
anomaly associated with the in"owing unstable jet 
pro#le demonstrating that the strength of the 
mean "ow can be predicted (empirically) given 
knowledge of the shear of the in"owing jet.

1.  Consistencies in the downstream evo-
lution of time-mean jet-gyre properties
Fig. 9. A comparison of the downstream evolution of time-mean jet-gyre 
structure in the upper layer of an appropriate model run (left) with the 
observed time-mean jet-gyre structure at 250 m from a series of mooring 
arrays (middle), and the observed time-mean stream-coordinate 
description of the surface jet  structure from the 14-year altimetry record 
(right).  Downstream locations for the comparisons were chosen to be 
similar to the downstream locations of the mooring arrays relative to the 
time-mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE) distribution.  The observed 
evolution shows several similarities with model behaviour such as a 
strengthening and sharpening of the jet and the development of 
westward recirculations upstream of the EKE maximum, and the 
weakening and broadening of the jet and the weakening of recirculation 
strength downstream of this location.

2. Consistencies in the downstream evolution of eddy properties
Fig. 10-11. A comparison of the downstream evolution of eddy properties 
for an appropriate model run (right) and the observed system (left).  Figure 
10 shows the time-mean covariance ellipses computed from the 
depth-averaged mooring observations in the case of the observed system.  
Both the model and the observations show the same dynamically signi#cant 
pattern of positive ellipse tilt north of the jet axis and negative ellipse tilt 
south of the jet axis (consistent with an unstable jet regime) upstream of the 
EKE maximum,  to the reverse pattern (consistent with a wave radiator 
regime) downstream of the EKE maximum .   Figure 11 compares the 
e!ective eddy force computed from the altimetry record in the case of the 
observed system.  The observations suggest of a similar transition from 
westward to eastward forcing across the downstream location of maximum 
recirculation transport as seen in the model system. 

Fig. 10 Fig. 11

2. Zonal variation is key to the mechanism that permits eddies to drive the time-mean "ow.



Geostrophic turbulence  ~ 2d turbulence

some quantities (e.g., enstrophy) cascade to small scales and are dissipated; 
other quantities (e.g., energy) cascade to large spatial scales and are ~ conserved.

⇒ constraints imposed on geostrophic eddy fluxes

streamfunction

vorticity
(calculation: Vallis and Maltrud)



Conservation of isopycnal volume (Gent and McWilliams, 1990)

Eddies represented through eddy-induced transport velocity, u*, which advects 
temperature, salinity and passive tracers (Gent et al., 1995)

(Danabasoglu et al. 1994)

u u + u
!

lead to an impressive list of improvements in OGCMs: 
• no spurious upwelling of NADW in Florida Current/Gulf Stream; 
• increased poleward heat transport
• sharper thermocline 
• convection confined to regions in which it is known to occur; 
• physically consistent overturning cell in the Southern Ocean; 
• ... 
Q: Is removal of mean potential energy the correct underlying principle?



Potential vorticity mixing (Rhines and Young, 1982)

  time-mean                                                 instantaneous



Two limiting paradigms: 

Freely-decaying turbulence over topography (Adcock and Marshall, 2000)

u

(a) Gent and McWilliams 

(b) Potential vorticity mixing



Layer interface elevation Potential vorticity
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low beta  

high beta  

Freely-decaying barotropic turbulence (Wang and Vallis, 1994)



Eddies mix potential vorticity along density surfaces ... 
    ... subject to constaints of energy and angular momentum conservation

                             (and other wave activity conservation principles?) 

Goal:

Develop a potential vorticity closure in which:

• eddy energy is an explicit prognostic variable (Eden and Greatbatch, 2008), 
• relevant symmetries and conservation laws are preserved.  

Structure:

Part 1: barotropic basin model
Part 2: angular momentum conservation
Part 3: stratified, quasigeostrophic ocean 



Parameterization of eddies in a barotropic ocean:

energetics, angular momentum and flow stability.

Abstract

A new method is developed for parameterizing fluxes of momentum by geostrophic eddies.
This closure: (a) mixes potential vorticity down-gradient; (b) satisfies an energy conservation

relation; (c) conserves angular momentum when implemented in a zonally-periodic domain. As
such the closure is able to parameterize the gross e!ects of barotropic eddies in both forced-
dissipated and freely-decaying turbulence scenarios. In freely decaying turbulence calculations

in a closed basin, the parameterization produces inertial Fofno! gyres whose amplitude is
dependent on the initial energy. We suggest that this general approach may prove of utility in
attempting to parameterise geostrophic eddies in the stratified ocean.

1. Introduction

2. Momentum and vorticity formulations

In this paper we restrict our attention to a bartropic ocean of uniform depth, this repre-
senting the simplest framework within which eddy momentum fluxes and Coriolis e!ects
can be considered. There are two equivalent formulations of the problem, in terms either
of momentum or vorticity, though the relations between these two formulations often
remains obscure. In this section, we seek to elucidate the connections between the two
approaches.

a. Momentum formulation

Consider the time-filtered barotropic momentum equation:

!u

!t
+ k ! qu + "B = F# k ! q!u! #"

u! · u!

2
, (1)

where u is the velocity (with ".u = 0), k is a unit vertical vector, q = f(y) + !v/!x #

!u/!y is the absolute vorticity, f(y) is the planetary vorticity, B = p/" + (u2 + v2)/2 is
the Bernoulli potential, Fs represents all body forces (including frictional forces), (x, y)
are the coordinates in the east- and northward directions and t is time. The remaining
terms on the right-hand side represent the eddy momentum fluxes where primes indicate
the eddy components of the flow.

In this formualtion, there are three eddy fields requiring parameterisation: the two com-
ponents of the eddy vorticity flux, q!u!, and the eddy kinetic energy, u!.u!. However, note
that the equation also contains an contribution from the pressure gradient acceleration
that will be sensitive to the eddy flux terms.

b. Vorticity formulation

1

only eddy force that can 
drive a net acceleration

Part 1: Barotropic basin model

momentum equation:

Equivalently, one can take the curl of (1) to obtain a vorticity equation,

!q

!t
+ u ·!q = k ·!" F#! · q!u!. (2)

This vorticity formulation contains su!cient information to describe the evolution of the
flow, but contains only one eddy flux of interest, the divergent component of the eddy
vorticity flux.

c. Relation between the momentum and vorticity formulations

Following Hoskins (1983), Hughes and Ash (2001), we can decompose the momentum
equation in rotational and divergent components:

!u

!t
+ k " (qu)div = Frot # k " q!u!

div, (3)

k " (qu)rot + !B = Fdiv # k " q!u!
rot #!

u! · u!

2
. (4)

The divergent component has no curl, and hence plays no further role in the dynamical
evolution of the flow; it serves merely as a diagnostic relation for the pressure. This
means that we do not need to parameterize the eddy kinetic energy in (4) in order to
proceed, and we need only parameterize the divergent component of the eddy vorticity
flux.

The above decomposition is only consistent if we apply the boundary condition of normal
flow, which gives:

n ·

!

k " (qu)div + k " q!u!
div # Frot

"

= 0.

Though not necessary, it is conceptually simpler to assume that each component in the
above relation vanishes independently on the boundary, i.e.,

n · k " (qu)div = n · k " q!u!
div = n · Frot = 0.

Note that this implies that the tangential component of the divergent eddy vorticity flux
vanish at the boundaries, rather than the normal component as usually assumed.

d. Energetics

The mean energy equation can be written:

!

!t

#

u · u

2

$

+ ! · (Bu) + ! ·

%

u! · u!

2
u

&

= u · F # u · k " q!u!.

We can also form an eddy kinetic energy equation as follows. The transient momentum
equation is

!u!

!t
+ k " (qu!) + k " (q!u) + k " (q!u!) + !B! = F!.

2

can decompose into rotational and divergent components: 

Hoskins (1983), Hughes and Ash (2001), 
Marshall and Shutts (1981), ...



q!u! = !!"q + k #""

⇒ eddy vorticity flux down-gradient 

(a) vorticity mixing

    plus an arbitrary rotational flux 

q!

q+

q!u!

q!

q+

q!u!

cf. Green (1970)



!q/!"

Can derive, without further approximation:

(b) energy conservation

!

!t
(eddy energy) = !"u·u

!q

!#!

+ " · (flux)

   mean to eddy energy conversion

sign depends on sign of                

Arnoldʼs stability condition 

              > 0   ⇒  stable
              < 0   ⇒  unstable

!q/!"

!q/!"

! = "Ueddyleddy = "leddy

!

2 (eddy energy)

also include diffusion and Newtonian damping of eddy energy ( + ... )  



This is the physical origin of Arnold's stability theorem: 

if                     ,  then the flow is stable.dq/d! > 0

Pseudoenergy

Eddy energy equation: !

!t

u! · u!

2
+! · (. . .) = q!u! ·!"

!

!t

q!2

2
+! · (. . .) = "q!u! ·!q

Eddy enstrophy equation:

... neither conserved due to exchange with mean flow

!

!t

!
u! · u!

2
+

dq

d"

"1 q!2

2

"
+! · (. . .) = 0

However, if                  then the pseudoenergy is conserved: q = q(!)



separated 
jet

no-slip 
boundary

layer 

wind
stress

Regions where               < 0 ⇒ eddy growth:!q/!"



streamfunction vorticity

wind
stress

Wind-driven gyres (free-slip): 

eddy kinetic energy



Parameterized freely-decaying turbulence (initial uniform eddy energy):

streamfunction vorticity

“Fofonoff gyres” 
(             > 0)!q/!"

Wang & Vallis: Emergence of Fofonoff Solution 

a b 

d 

Figure 14. Time mean streamfunction IJJ fields in experiments (a) SSl, (b) SS2, (c) SS3, and 
(d) SS4. 

small scale structures are then basically ‘mopped up.’ We discern two competing 

mechanisms: one is the nonlinear interaction which tends to drive the fields to a time 

mean Fofonoff solution; the other is the viscous dissipation which seems to drive the 

fields toward homogenization. With small Reynolds number, especially when the 

Rossby number is also small, dissipation becomes dominant soon after a few eddy 

turnover times. 

Cessi et al. (1987) studied the relationship between the value of potential vorticity 

inside the gyre and the gyre structure. In the northern homogenized gyre they 

predict: 

Yn + 3s 
qz=P------- 3 ’ (4.1) 

Wang and 
Vallis (1994)

eddy 
kinetic 
energy



Results carry over to a stratified, quasigeostrophic ocean:

Assume down-gradient closure for potential vorticity:

Q!u! = !!"Q + k #""

Thus, need                          for eddy energy to grow. !Q/!"! < 0

!

!t

!
u! · u!

2
+

b!2

N 2
0

"
+! · (. . .) = ""

!Q

!# "
ug · ug



not satisfied by down-gradient vorticity closure without constraints on     
                                                  (e.g., Marshall FRS, 1981)

!

Part 2: Angular momentum conservation 

Consider a barotropic, periodic channel: 

q!v!

!!
q!v! dx dy = 0

         no net zonal eddy force, 
i.e., conservation of zonal momentum

Kuo's stability theorem: !

!t

!!
q!2

dq/dy
dx dy = 0

(conservation of zonal
      pseudomomentum)

      ... need              to change sign for instabilitydq/dy

dq/dy > 0
! = 0

suppose                      ⇒ down-gradient eddy closure,                              ,
only consistent if              (i.e., no eddy fluxes).  

q!v! = !! "q/"y



How to build angular momentum conservation into an eddy closure?

Write (barotropic) vorticity flux as 

where

q!u = ! ·
!
"N M
M N

"

M =
v!2 ! u!2

2
, N = !u!v!

q!v!

N = 0

N = 0

!!
q!v! dx dy =

!! "
!M

!x
+

!N

!y

#
dx dy = 0

Parameterise                 instead of vorticity flux? M, N,

e.g., Hoskins (1983)q!u = ! ·
!
"N M
M N

"



anisotropy parameter (                 )0 ! ! ! 1

Relation to eddy energy and anisotropy

M =
v!2 ! u!2

2
, N = !u!v!

dominant mixing angle

EKE

u!v! = 0 u!v! > 0

! = 0 ! = 1

Define u! = |u!| cos !̃ v! = |u!| sin !̃

! M = !E cos 2" N = "!E sin 2"



Plane Rossby wave limit:  

define E-vector (e.g., Hoskins et al., 1983)

E = (M, N) = E ĉg

wave energy unit vector aligned 
with group velocity

Note: plane waves are perfectly anisotropic eddies, hence |E| = E

! M = !E cos 2" N = "!E sin 2"



eddy force

q’v’

N<0

N>0

Comments: (i) eddy energy as a prognostic variable (Eden and Greatbatch, 2008)
                   (ii) no eddy length scale to parameterise; 
                   (iii) instead need to parameterise eddy anisotropy and mixing angle;

   (iv) need to ensure vorticity is mixed on average. 

! M = !E cos 2" N = "!E sin 2"



How to parameterise eddy mixing angles and anisotropy?

(i) Maximise eddy enstrophy production (i.e., vorticity mixing);

(ii) Maximise eddy energy growth;

(iii) Ray tracing. 



take variations

M = !E cos 2", N = !E sin 2"

(i) Maximise eddy enstrophy production

maximise

solution: M = E
2qxy!

(qyy!qxx)2 + (2qxy)2
, N = E

qyy ! qxx!
(qyy!qxx)2 + (2qxy)2

Advantages: 
• closure has same symmetries as original fluxes; 
• enstrophy dissipated by construction;
• some similarity to biharmonic momentum dissipation;  
• parameterised form of Arnold's stability condition carries over.   

Disadvantages: 
• High-order derivatives - impractical;
• fluxes may change direction abruptly - unrealistic?

!

!t

q!2

2
+! · (. . .) = M · 2qxy + N(qyy " qxx)



take variations

M = !E cos 2", N = !E sin 2"

(ii) Maximise eddy energy growth

maximise

Advantages: 
• picks out eddies with maximum growth rates; 
• only 2nd order derivatives on streamfunction;
• same symmetries as original fluxes.    

solution: M = E
!2!xy!

(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2
, N = E

!(!yy ! !xx)!
(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2

(solve for eddy enstrophy and turn off eddy fluxes as               ?)q!2 ! 0

!

!t

u! · u!

2
+! · (. . .) = "M · 2"xy "N("yy " "xx)

Disadvantages: 
• fluxes may change direction abruptly;
• vorticity is mixed only when                  ; !q/!" < 0



Solve for the eddy enstrophy?

!

!t

q!2

2
+! · (. . .) = M · 2qxy + N(qyy " qxx)

M = E
!2!xy!

(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2
, N = E

!(!yy ! !xx)!
(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2

M = E
!2!xy!

(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2
, N = E

!(!yy ! !xx)!
(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2

M = E
!2!xy!

(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2
, N = E

!(!yy ! !xx)!
(!yy!!xx)2 + (2!xy)2!(q!2) !(q!2)

Turn off eddy isotropy when                ? q!2 ! 0

[wave:                                                            ]q!2 = (k2 + l2)E ! (k2 + l2)" 0



cg

(iii) Ray-tracing (courtesy Kurt Polzin)

ẋ =
!!

!k
, k̇ = !!!

!x

! = !̂ + u · k

! " !k

k2 + l2
+ uk
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Hyperbolic    D>0 Parabolic    D=0 Elliptic    D<0 

Figure 1: Generic contours of horizontal stream function ! = !"xy + 0.5#(x2 + y2) with positive "
and # in principal strain coordinates such that Vx + Uy = 0, D = "2 ! #2. (For nonzero Vx + Uy and
Ux such coordinates are obtained by a rotation through an angle 0.5 arctan((Vx + Uy)/(2Ux)).) Also
indicated are captured wavepackets at the orientation of the growing eigenmode in the first two cases
and in that of maximal transient amplification in the third, elliptic case. The large arrows indicate kH .
Left: a hyperbolic case (# = 0.5"). If # > 0 then the axis of extension is turned counterclockwise by
0.5 arcsin(#/") whilst the axis of contraction is turned clockwise by the same angle. With increasing
# the strain axes close like a pair of scissors. The advected wavecrests align with the extension axis;
and the growing horizontal wavenumber vector kH , which is always perpendicular to the crests, becomes
perpendicular to the extension axis. Middle: the scissors shut in the parabolic or simple shear case
# = ". Right: an elliptic case (# = 1.5"). The ellipses have aspect ratio

!
(# + ")/(# ! "), which

equals the maximum transient amplification factor for |kH(t)|. (From Bühler & McIntyre 2005, op. cit.)

other words, we have a robust behaviour in which the wavenumber vector of a captured
wavepacket forgets about the initial conditions at large time, and asymptotically points
in a direction determined by the local velocity gradient alone.

We now consider the evolution of the vertical wavenumber m in the case D > 0, which
features exponential growth of kH and therefore !, with stretching rate

"
D. Turning

to (371b) we see that m will also exhibit exponential growth at large time, unless it so
happens that the right-hand side of (371b) is zero for the growing eigenmode in horizontal
wavenumber, implying zero vertical shear in that direction. Specifically, at large time

m(t) = !Uzk(t) + Vzl(t)"
D

+ O(1) , (373)

where k(t) and l(t) correspond to the growing eigenmode, kH # (k, l) $ (!Vx, Ux +"
D) exp(

"
D t). For a captured wavepacket we therefore have the scaling relation

|kH/m| % H/L (374)

in order of magnitude, if H, L are vertical and horizontal length scales characteristic of
the U field. In the real atmosphere we typically have H/L % f/N .

If for the sake of argument we take |kH/m| = H/L = f/N precisely, in the wave-capture
limit, then

"̂(t)!2 & 1

2

"
f!2 + N!2

#
; hence "̂(t)2 & 2f 2 (375)

if we further approximate using N2 ' f 2. It is noteworthy that values of "̂ close to
f appear to be commonplace in the oceans and the atmosphere, where for long data

(Buhler and McIntryre, 2005)

zonal momentum flux

“banana-shaped” eddies ⇒ 
up-gradient momentum fluxes 



Disadvantages: 
• caustics (crossing rays) - WKB wave theory breaks down;  
• some aspects may prove challenging (boundary reflection, critical layers?);  
• assumes all eddies are plane waves ...
• ... with a unique intrinsic frequency (but can model multiple of wave packets).
•

Advantages: 
• incorporates Rossby wave dynamics;
• wave orientation falls out naturally;
• provides wave energy fluxes; 
• non-locality - captures wave growth, propagation and decay; 
• consistent wave enstrophy budget (can introduce dissipation as                 );
• preserves wave activity conservation laws;  
• mixing barriers where vorticity gradients large (?) 

|k|!"

cg

Ray-tracing
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Lecture 3
We have exploited the ensemble conservation law (23) in order to write down several

conservation laws for the linear wave field. Specifically, we were able to link symmetries
of the O(1) background state to conservation laws for the O(a) linear wave fields. This
is summarized in table 2, which can be compared to table 1. The third column lists the

symmetry of background state conserved wave property wavetrain expression
!: ensemble symmetry ensemble action (24) n/a
t: time symmetry pseudoenergy (30) " Ē/"̂
x: translation symmetry pseudomomentum (28) k Ē/"̂
rotation symmetry angular pseudomomentum . . .
wavetrain phase symmetry wave action (20,36) Ē/"̂.

Table 2: Background symmetries and wave conservation laws

density of the conserved quantity in the case of a slowly varying wavetrain. There is no
such entry for the ensemble action because that conserved quantity is not defined for a
single solution. There is also no entry for the angular pseudomomentum, but only because
we have not looked at this case.

We state once again that the central conservation law for slowly varying wavetrains is
the generic conservation law for wave action in the form

#

#t

!
Ē

"̂

"
+ ! ·

!
Ē

"̂
cg

"
= 0. (43)

We also note that conservation laws are inherently non-unique in the following sense.
Suppose a density A and flux vector F are known such that we have the conservation law

#A

#t
+ ! · F = 0. (44)

Then any vector field R will induce a trivial gauge transformation

A ! A + ! · R and F ! F "Rt (45)

that leaves (44) unchanged. In other words, the density of a conserved quantity is deter-
mined only up the gauges (45). Actually, this non-uniqueness can be exploited from time
to time to write down the most convenient expressions for A and its flux F .

4 Classical wave–mean interaction theory

This is the body of theory that has been very successful in atmospheric fluid dynamics
since the late 1960s. It is much harder to use this theory for the ocean and this is the
focus of current research and the later part of this lecture course**.

At its core, classic wave–mean interaction theory is based on a combination of three
simplifying assumptions:

conservation of wave action



q!u! = ! ·

!

"
"N M " P

M + P N
R S

#

$

Part 3: Stratified, quasigeostrophic ocean

S =
f0

N 2
0

v!b!R =
f0

N 2
0

u!b! eddy buoyancy flux (eddy form stress)
   - terms parameterised in GM90/GL90      

(Plumb 1986)

where: M =
v!2 ! u!2

2
barotropic fluxesN = !u!v!

EPE - provides a purely rotational PV flux 
(cf. Marshall FRS and Shutts, 1981) ⇒ no forcing of mean flow

P =
b!2

2N 2
0

As in barotropic case, the squared eddy tensor components are bounded by: 

where                                         is the eddy energy (EKE + EPE)E =
u!2 + v2

2
+

b!2

N 2
0

M2 + N2 + P 2 +
2N 2

0

f 2
0

(R2 + S2) ! E2

Write potential vorticity flux as: 



q!u! = ! ·

!

"
"N M " P

M + P N
R S

#

$

(Plumb 1986)

45N

500mb

2.5 - 6 day filter



horizonal orientation vertical orientation

! U! = |U!|( cos ! cos " , sin ! cos " , sin " )

Plane Rossby wave limit (perfect anisotropy):  

q!u! = ! ·

!

"
"N M " P

M + P N
R S

#

$

E =
U! · U!

2
U! =

!
u! , v! ,

b!

N0

"
=

!
!!!

y , !!
x ,

f0

N0
!!

z

"

M = E cos 2! cos2 "

P = E sin2 !

S =
f0

N0
E sin ! sin 2"

N = !E sin 2! cos2 "

R =
f0

N0
E cos ! sin 2"



q!u! = ! ·

!

"
"N M " P

M + P N
R S

#

$

Comments:

(i) buoyancy fluxes are along a different horizontal angle to the E-vector; 

(ii) buoyancy fluxes require eddies to be inclined in both the horizontal and vertical;

(iii) more generally, anisotropy parameters are required in front of each term. 

M = E cos 2! cos2 "

P = E sin2 !

S =
f0

N0
E sin ! sin 2"

N = !E sin 2! cos2 "

R =
f0

N0
E cos ! sin 2"



A closer look at the eddy buoyancy flux (form stress) term:6.6 The Eady Problem 283
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Fig. 6.12 Left column: Vertical structure of the most unstable Eady mode. Top: con-
tours of streamfunction. Middle: temperature, proportional to @ =@z . Bottom: merid-
ional velocity, proportional to @ =@y . Negative contours are dashed, and two complete
wavelengths are present in the horizontal. Poleward flowing (positive v) air is generally
warmer than equatorward flowing air. Right column: Same, but now for a wave just be-
yond the short-wave cut-o!. There is no phase-tilt in the vertical, and the temperature
perturbations at the upper and lower boundaries are no longer able to interact.

Scale of maximum instability: Lmax ! 3:9Ld ! 4000 km; (6.96)

Growth Rate: ! ! 0:3
U

Ld
! 0:3 " 10

106
s!1 ! 0:26 day!1:

(6.97)

For the ocean

For the main thermocline in the ocean let us choose

H # 1 km U ! 0:1 m s!1 N # 10!2 s!1: (6.98)

!!

b!

v!

Most unstable Eady mode:

(figure: Vallis)

eddy energy balance: 

!

!t

!
E dz ! "

!
u

!

!z

"
f0E

N0

#
dz

=
f0

N0

!u

!z

!
E dz

Eady growth rate

S =
f0

N0
E sin ! sin 2"

q!v! ! !S

!z



Maximise eddy energy growth 

⇒ Gent and McWilliams/Greatbatch and Lamb-style closure:

q!u! ! !

!z

!
f0E

N0

"b

|"b|

"

! u" # $ !

!z
(E TEady S)u!

diffusivity:  ! = ETEady = E
N0

f0uz



Summary of key results: 

• Flow stability is often associated with conservation principles. 

• Preserving the symmetries and conservation laws 
    ⇒ classical stability conditions emerge naturally as the criteria controlling
           growth and decay of eddy energy. 

• In a reentrant domain, need to conserve angular momenta - most easily 
   enforced by writing the potential vorticity flux as the divergence of an eddy stress  
   tensor. 

• Fluxing potential vorticity down-gradient while solving for the eddy energy as a  
   prognostic variable results in parameterised form of Arnold's theorem 

• Can therefore mix potential vorticity without generating spurious energy sources. 

• The eddy stress tensor is bounded in magnitude by the eddy energy. 

• Other properties such as the Eady growth rate drop out naturally from this approach. 

• Carry eddy enstrophy as a prognostic variable?

• Eddy anisotropy is critical for both momentum and buoyancy fluxes. 


